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Abstract- Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are used to observe and
monitor events in different environments. The successful operation of
WSNs depends on locating the sensor nodes. The location of the nodes
must be available to detect the occurrence of events and receive packets
sent by nodes. Therefore, a key step in the design phase of WSNs is to
determine localization algorithms. One of the known algorithms for
locating unknown nodes is the DV-Hop algorithm. DV-Hop localization
algorithm is a classic range free localization algorithm in WSNs. This
algorithm operates based on distance and number of steps and uses
beacon nodes to detect the location of unknown nodes. But positioning
error is one of the main problems in DV-Hop. Researchers have used a
variety of methods to correct positioning errors. In this paper, we divide
the methods used to improve DV-Hop into four categories (metaheuristic algorithms, RSSI, Distance Vector, and Weighted Centroid
Localization (WCL)). Each method, based on its own performance has
capabilities and features that help reduce DV-Hop error. This paper
covers all DV-Hop literature in Elsevier, Springer, IEEE and other
journals. Based on the performed studies on different methods in order
to improve DV-Hop, we conclude that the distance vector method is
more efficient. The improvement in DV-Hop using the Distance Vector
compared to other methods is equal to 38%. The Distance Vector
method includes more accurate localization information by varying the
distance and number of steps.
Index Terms: Wireless Sensor Networks, DV-Hop, Localization, Distance
Vector
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of MEMS (Micro Electromechanical System) electronic components, WSNs
have indicated great increase more recently [1, 2]. They are commonly interconnected of large-area,
resource-constrained sensor nodes that have the capability of propagation with each other and
collaboratively collect simple sensing information from the physical globe. A sensor network is an
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integration of sensing, processing, communication ability to watch and respond to occasions in an
indicated environment. WSN is ordinarily made of tens to thousands of nodes that gather process and
transfer information to a central location in cooperation [3]. WSNs technology includes cost
reduction, reliability, scalability, flexibility, accuracy and ease of deployment that perform various
operations in harsh environments [4]. The fast development of technology makes the sensors smaller
and not expensive while billions of them are being deployed in various applications. Some of the
potential applications domains are military, environment, healthcare and security [5, 6]. The layout of
such a network is affected by many elements like fault production fees, Topology, hardware
limitations, transmitting media and power consumption operating environment, network sensor. These
elements are utilized as a guideline to design protocols and models for manufacturing effective sensor
network [7, 8].
In the WSNs the location data of the nodes is very critical to the inspection mission [9, 10]. A WSN
is integrated of a big number of very basic nodes deployed in sensor field in a dense manner.
Consciousness of location is influential for WSN because in lots of applications (like Vehicle
monitoring, visualization and environmental surveillance), location of sensor nodes is critical, and
users should pay attention to the place in which events happen. Self-location can be defined that in
accordance with some beacon nodes, sensor nodes estimate position information for oneself in
accordance with a position model.
The positioning model can be sub-categorized into two categories based on the various information
needed in the node location process: Range-based and Range-free [11, 12]. For the reason of power
wastage and cost, individuals pay much more consideration to range-free models, like Centroid [13]
DV-Hop (Distance Vector-hop) [14], CPE (Convex Position Estimation) [15], APIT (Approximate
Point in Triangle) [16], and MDS-MAP [17, 18]. Nowadays, DV-Hop is one of the commonly-used
and the most prevalent models. DV-Hop distributed localization model is a standard range free
localization model in WSNs. Even though in comparison with easy to be used in terms of cost and
resource restricted WSNs, DV-Hop is prone to low local function error as the other range free
localization models. In DV-Hop the number of hops from an anonymous node and a beacon node is
the approximate period and the average size of a single hop. The interval error calculated is primarily
influenced by the distance of the WSN node and the network arrangement, thus the position error is
not small, but high when the distance of the node is small in the network [19]. The main concept of
DV-hop is: the anonymous node itself only transfers information with its near or neighbor nodes, the
interval amid the anonymous node and the beacon node is shown by average hop interval and the
shortest path amid two nodes, and at the next phase, it employs trilateral measurement to obtain the
node location information. To gain higher positioning accuracy, each beacon node would most of time
revise the hop interval and acquire the optimum average hop interval.
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One of the positioning algorithms in WSNs is the DV-Hop that works based on the number of steps
and distance. This algorithm has proven that it has problems in accurately determining the position of
nodes in locating nodes. Therefore, in order to solve DV-Hop problems, various methods have been
used to improve DV-Hop. In this paper, meta-heuristic algorithms, RSSI, Distance Vector, and
Weighted Centroid Localization (WCL) methods to enhance and improve DV-Hop are reviewed. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows:
Analysis of DV-Hop algorithm based on flowchart and its steps,
Reviews of different methods to improve DV-Hop in terms of benefits and goals,
Emphasis on future research on the DV-Hop algorithm,
This paper is organized as follow: In Section 2, we briefly introduce localization schemes. Section
3, we describe DV-Hop Protocol. In Section 4, we analyze and review the Improved DV-Hop
methods. Section 5, covers analysis and discussion. In Section 6, we discuss and summarize the future
research direction for the localization models.
II. LOCALIZATION SCHEMES
Localization Model is subcategorized into four parts is following:
GPS Based/GPS Free: GPS-based schemes have loads of costs and are potentially very pricey as
GPS receivers have to be installed on any node. Localization accuracy is also so strong. Localization
has now become a significant element of WSN. GPS is one of the renowned public location services.
However, not low priced and enormous energy usage characteristics do not make it useful if every
sensor node is outfitted with GPS receiver. In other terms, it is expected that in many approaches of
localization only a small part of the sensor nodes is informed of their location details through GPS or
manual configuration. GPS-free models never use GPS and determine the length around local
network-dependent nodes and are not far more expensive relative to GPS-based models [20]. Some
nodes have to be located thru GPS called beacon nodes or beacon nodes that speed up the process of
localization [21]. All sensor nodes are incorporated with GPS in the GPS base system, this model
ensures the true position among all nodes. But it's arduous to connect all the sensor nodes with GPS,
the reason is that GPS communicates in line of sight and due to the impediments in the route if it
requires plant density, the GPS won't work and the other excuse is that GPS increases network costs.
To address this circumstance, another GPS-free scheme introduced that, rather than linking all the
nodes to the GPS, only a few sensors are being incorporated into GPS that are often deemed to be the
beacon node in free GPS, anonymous nodes that need to figure out where they are will use the beacon
nodes to reach the position in the network [22].
Beacon Based/Beacon Free: In the beacon-based scheme, some of the nodes are so far aware of
their position, as these nodes are superseded manually or are coupled with GPS [23]. Beacon nodes
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start a process of localization while the position of yet another unidentified node is determined.
Accuracy in the beacon-based scheme is in respect to beacons' gigantic size or height. In certain
terms, beacon free scheme employs neighboring interval knowledge to ascertain the location of
anonymous nodes when no actual beacon node exists [23].
Centralized/Distributed: In centralized systems, all knowledge is linked to one key point or node,
often referred to as "sink node or base station." Sink node determines node location and transmits data
to trusted nodes. There is no increase in the cost of computing the clustered model and it does not take
much energy compared to computing at the individual node. For distributed systems, sensors assess
and approximate their individual places one by one, and communicate directly with beacon nodes.
Distributed schemes have no clustering, and each node forecasts its own location [23]. In centralized
scheme all nodes belong to the sink node, there is no need for other nodes to conduct any assessments
as all communications are done across sink node allowing all calculations to the nodes. The advantage
is that the more accuracy it provides [24]. All the nodes do the calculations in the distributed scheme
and almost all of the nodes execute localization models and increases error [24].
Range Based/Range Free: Various kinds of methods are required to decide the interval or angle in
the node center to identify the node location. Such estimates should be accurate as this knowledge is
used to approximate the nodes’ position and the location model [25]. The range-based schemes allow
estimating the true interval among both nodes whilst the range-free schemes entail only the
information on connectivity around nodes [26]. The ranging options require information about
interval (or angle) amid adjunct nodes to analyze the position. Vital techniques used throughout
range-based localization are: I RSSI (Indication of received signal strength) [27](II) TOA (Time of
Arrival) [28] (III) TDOA (Time Difference-of Arrival) [29] (IV) AOA (Angle of Arrival) [30].
Range-based approaches are much more accurate than range-free schemes, but require additional
hardware. So, the overall cost in large-scale deployment becomes high. For range-free systems,
certain small node numbers are set with GPS regarded as "anchors" or "beacons." Beacons relay their
locality information to the network, and anonymous nodes approximate their locations as per beacon
hop values [31, 32]. Localization based on range involves ultrasonic or infrared to approximate the
physical separation amid each of the two sensor nodes so as to plan more reliable localization than
free range localization. Whilst also trying to compare, range free localization models occasionally
take geometric interval to replace the sensor nodes, for instance hop count interval. Range-based
protocols include estimating position to one by one interval or angle, and Range-free protocols
evaluate location by computing hop count and hop size.
Table I offers a description of various factors for the localization schemes. These factors have been
selected as the main criteria in most papers and have been used to evaluate the localization algorithm
[11].
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Table I. Comparison of Localization Schemes by Different Factors
Factors
accuracy
cost
energy consumption
Computational cost
Scalability
simplicity
communication
power
Data transmission
power
Sustainability
Reliability
flexibility
Reinforceable
cooperation
Connection
maintenance

GPS
Based
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium

GPS
Free
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Medium
High

Beacon
Based
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Medium

Beacon
Free
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High

Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium

Range
Free
Medium
Low
High
Low
High
High

Range
Based
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Medium

High

Medium

Low

Low

Medium

Low

High

High

Medium

Low

Medium

High

Low

High

High
Medium
Medium
High
High

High
Medium
Low
High
Medium

Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium

High
Medium
Low
High
Medium

Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Low

Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High

High
High
Low
High
Low

High

High

Medium

High

High

High

Medium

Centralized

Distributed

Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
High

Medium

Low

Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium

It is not suitable to localization of sensor nodes using GPS, since it uses lots of is energy and much
more fee; it requires big size of hardware and has a line of sight problem. If GPS is deployed on every
node, then it performs the node size and deployment fee [33]. In addition, GPS consumes high energy
as it is not energy efficient and not appropriate for a network like WSN. In Centroid model, nodes can
utilize the centroid of composition comes to scene from their proximate reference for positioning. The
strategy related to the network connectivity; holistically, hence the strategy can only gain lowaccuracy positioning. In addition, we need higher density of beacon nodes in this model [34].
The location is evaluated for the geometric position or placement of dependencies among the
localized node and unbounded node. The position of the interval and angle between nodes is
determined. There are lots of concepts utilized in localization like the following [35, 36]:
Lateration; happens at the time that interval amid nodes is calculated to foreshow location.
Angulation; happens at the time that angle amid nodes is calculated to foreshow location.
Trilateration; Location of node is calculated via interval measurement from three nodes. In this
concept, what is calculated is the intersection of three circles that gives a single point that is a position
of unbounded node.
Multilateration; In this definition the position calculation requires more than three nodes. The angle
information is added to deduce location of the node in the angulation process. Two beacon nodes are
formed by the triangle sides and a dumb node kind the vertices of a triangle, and the lines that join
them. Once the positions of beacon nodes are recognized, it is also known the other part which is their
interval, or one side of the triangle. The position of the dumb node can be determined as the third
point of the triangle in the event that the two angles that the dumb node forms with the two beacon
nodes are measured. This method is called triangulation for evaluating the position of a node.
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Fig. 1. Percentage of papers published by DV-Hop in various publications

III. DV-HOP PROTOCOL
DV-HOP is one of the conventional strong models, range-free models of localization. All
advantages of range-free are provided by DV-Hop, but great problem-low positioning accuracy [37,
38]. Distance vector-hop model was at the first glance offered by 𝐷. 𝑁𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑢 and 𝐵. 𝑁𝑎𝑡ℎ [37].
Various studies have been conducted since 2007 on DV-Hop to improve positioning. In Fig. (1) is
shown the percentage of papers published by DV-Hop in various publications. According to Fig. (1),
it is clear that the highest percentage of papers were published by Springer.
DV-Hop comprises three leaps as follows:
First Step: every beacon node transmits a message with location information and the initialized hop
count value of 0 (xi, yi,0). When all neighboring nodes receive the message with hop count value from
the nearby beacon nodes, a novel message with hop count value plus 1 (x i, yi,1) information is saved
and broadcast to their neighbors. This cycle continues until messages are sent to all network nodes of
the neighboring beacon nodes. Receiving node would still save the smallest hop count among many
hop counts obtained from beacon nodes and ignore the message of a larger hop count from the same
beacon node as well. In Fig. (2) is shown DV-Hop algorithm flowchart.
Second Step: This step determines a parameter called Hop-Size in this process beacon𝑖, which is the
mean of one hop's reach. This module is generally utilized to switch hop counts to physical interval,
and is predicted by Eq. (1) [37]:
𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖 = ∑𝑛𝑖≠𝑗 √(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 )2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 )2 / ∑𝑛𝑖≠𝑗 ℎ𝑖𝑗

(1)
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Fig. 2. DV-Hop algorithm flowchart [37]

In Eq. (1) (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) and (𝑥𝑗, 𝑦𝑗) defines the positions of beacons 𝑖 and 𝑗 reciprocally, n is the quantity
of beacons and ℎ𝑖𝑗 is the minimum distance between beacon 𝑖 and beacon j measured by hops. Then,
each beacon announces the estimated 𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 value. The anonymous nodes store only the 𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒
of the proximities beacon and broadcast it again.
Third step: In this phase, each anonymous sensor valuations its intervals to all beacons by
multiplying its hop count to the beacon and the stored 𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 as:
𝑑𝑖𝑗 = 𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖 × ℎ𝑖𝑗

(2)

In Eq. (2) ℎ𝑖𝑗 is the minimum hop count amid beacon 𝑖 and anonymous node 𝑗. In this step, as for
each anonymous node, its position is estimated utilizing Trilateration method and the measurement
situations are the intervals to the first three contacted beacon nodes gained in the prior step. Now,
formation of the system of equations is done by considering the positions of all beacons and their
calculated intervals to the anonymous node as follows [37]:
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√(𝑥 − 𝑥1 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦1 )2 = 𝑑1
√(𝑥 − 𝑥2 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦2 )2 = 𝑑2
…
2
{√(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑛 ) + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑛 )2 = 𝑑𝑛

(3)

In Eq. (3) (x, y) is the computed position of anonymous node. Eq. (3) can be defined according to Eq.
(4)
𝑥12 + 𝑥𝑛2 − 2(𝑥12 + 𝑥𝑛2 )𝑥 + 𝑦12 + 𝑦𝑛2 − 2(𝑦12 + 𝑦𝑛2 )𝑦 = 𝑑12 − 𝑑𝑛2
𝑥22 + 𝑥𝑛2 − 2(𝑥22 + 𝑥𝑛2 )𝑥 + 𝑦22 + 𝑦𝑛2 − 2(𝑦22 + 𝑦𝑛2 )𝑦 = 𝑑22 − 𝑑𝑛2
{
…
2
2
2
2
2
2
2 )𝑥
𝑥𝑛−1 + 𝑥𝑛 − 2(𝑥𝑛−1 + 𝑥𝑛 + 𝑦𝑛−1 + 𝑦𝑛2 − 2(𝑦𝑛−1
+ 𝑦𝑛2 )𝑦 = 𝑑𝑛−1
− 𝑑𝑛2

(4)

Eq. (4) is modeled in the matrix template AX = b; where A, b and X are defined according to Eq. (5).
(𝑥1 − 𝑥𝑛 )
(𝑦1 − 𝑦𝑛 )
(𝑦2 − 𝑦𝑛 ) ],
𝑥 )
𝐴 = 2 [ (𝑥2 −
… 𝑛
…
(𝑥𝑛−1 − 𝑥𝑛 ) (𝑦𝑛−1 − 𝑦𝑛 )
𝑥
𝑋 = [𝑦] ,
𝑥12 + 𝑥𝑛2 + 𝑦12 + 𝑦𝑛2 + 𝑑𝑛2 − 𝑑12
2
2
2
𝑦 2 + 𝑑𝑛2 − 𝑑22 ]
𝑏 = [ 𝑥2 + 𝑥𝑛 + 𝑦2 +
… 𝑛
2
2
2
𝑥𝑛−1
+ 𝑥𝑛2 + 𝑦𝑛−1
+ 𝑦𝑛2 + 𝑑𝑛2 − 𝑑𝑛−1

(5)

By estimating Eq. (5) with the lowest square method, the predicted location of anonymous nodes can
be specified. The location coordinate of anonymous node P can be explored with help of Eq. (6).
Where AT shows the transpose of matrix A.
𝑋 = (𝐴𝑇 𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇 𝑏

(6)

IV. REVIEW OF IMPROVED DV-HOP
In consideration of distance vector, the DV-Hop is like the conventional routing schemes. The
advantages of DV-Hop are being quick, feasible, good coverage and cost-effectiveness. This works
fine in isotropic networks. An anonymous node in DV-Hop represents its lowest hop count from the
beacon node, and therefore calculates interval from the beacon node by adding the least possible hop
count and average hop interval. Additionally, the node uses a triangulation scheme or highest
probability estimators to calculate its location. The big drawback of the DV-Hop is its low, but not
strong positioning accuracy. Researchers have applied most of strategies to perform location accuracy
of DV-Hop. In this part, improved DV-Hop is reviewed in terms of Meta-heuristic Algorithms, RSSI
[39], Distance Vector, and Weighted Centroid Localization (WCL) [40]. Fig. (3) indicates the
categorization of various models for enhancing DV-Hop.
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Fig. 3. Categorization of various models for enhancing DV-Hop

A. Improved DV-Hop based on Meta-heuristic Algorithms
A new algorithm called Parallel Compact Cat Swarm Optimization (PCCSO) has been introduced to
improve DV-Hop [41]. PCCSO has the advantage of increasing local search capability and storing
optimal location in the search space. The experimental results of PCCSO model on different functions
showed that PCCSO had good convergence compared to PSO, CSO and CSO. Then, PCCSO is used
for DV-Hop to effectively improve the localization accuracy of unknown nodes. PCCSO-based
experimental results for number of different nodes showed that PCCSO-DV-Hop had less localization
error than other DV-Hop-based optimization algorithms.
To successfully adopt the inadequacy of DV-Hop, a weighted Differential Evolution (DE) DV-Hop
has been proposed in [42]. At first, so that to get higher accurate reckons of the mean of the hops and
reduce the error impacts of subsequent node positioning, in the second stage of conventional DV-Hop,
the model improves weighted correction on the average hop interval. Next, the model utilizes a DE,
for the aim of making coordinates of anonymous nodes better. The proposed model reduces the mean
positioning error, and after measurement the positioning precision is reached and the results with DVHop are distinguished. The model can also have higher positioning accuracy when the beacon node
has less density and at the same time, model stability aspects have good specifications.
In [43], the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)-DV-Hop has been shown to resolve the inferior
precision of the DV-Hop. Premised onto the DV-Hop, the model is applied to the weight of each
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beacon node, the mean interval is determined, the PSO is enhanced from two facets as these are the
inertia weight and the active aspect to prevent the particles that are stuck in the partial alignment, and
the position of the anonymous nodes is optimized instead. The simulation results demonstrate that
under the same hardware circumstances, compared with the particle swarm based PSO-DV-Hop, the
effect of the jump interval can be influentially reduced, node coverage increased, positioning accuracy
and profundity of the positioning process performed and stronger usefulness.
The new PSO has been used by Singh and Sharma [44] for the DV-Hop. The results in simulation
section indicate that the model changed is better located than the simple Hop localization and has a
low error. As shown in the simulation part of this paper, the proposed method is highly effective and
valid. They also examined the position of radio and beacon nodes in the error and variance of the
location. The location calculation with the assistance of PSO was corrected in the used model. It is
obvious that developed model boosts the accuracy and stability of localization model. But because of
the use of PSO, there is a low rise in computation time.
Localization or placement of nodes in a WSN is fundamental to many position-conscious protocols.
The classical global poisoning method used for local function of nodes is limited due to its high cost
and indoor inability. As a result, numerous localization models have been used in recent years to
develop localization accuracy and decrease utilization costs. One of the common localization
techniques is to define localization as the least square localization (LSL) problem. The classical
Gauss–Newton approach is weak during alignment of the LSL problem as partial minima can be
obstructed. Unlike the DE, the position accuracy is increased as it demonstrates the optimum solution
for the LSL problem worldwide. In addition, the DE speed convergence is not high since fixed values
of the transverse factor are applied. In [45], an auto-adaptive single-bit-change factor (SA-MCDE) for
LSL problems is used to perform a speed of convergence. The SA-MCDE combined the single-bitchange factor and the likelihood of convergence in each generation to better investigate and explore
the optimum universal solution. It was improved position accuracy with high convergence of the SAMCDE. The detailed simulation findings for the different localizing models show that more than 40%
and almost 90% better location accuracy than classical techniques are provided in the SA-MCDE
dependent setting.
A hybrid DV-Hop in accordance with hop-count quantization beacon and developed cuckoo search
(HMCS-D) is utilized [46]. The first phase model uses the correction factor to rectify the quantity of
hops that can decline the error resulting from the inaccurate recording of fewer hops; second, the subregion of one hop area takes two sections, and the interval amid the anonymous nodes and the region's
beacon nodes is projected by geometric method. Using this technique to measure the interval amid the
anonymous node and the beacon node will achieve precision in positioning. When the anonymous
node determines the average interval to the hop. Attempting to apply the CS that can efficiently adjust
the phase size to boost search, the problem of localization is turned into a problem of universal and
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partial alignment. The obtained results showed that compared with the DV-Hop and CS-D models, the
HMCS-D can achieve the positioning precision without increasing the hardware costs. Simulation
analyses confirmed that the average positioning error of the HMCS-D decreases to 39.7 percent
compared to the DV-Hop and 10.6 percent for CS. If it is proven that the HMCS-D performs the node
location accuracy effectively, it therefore decreases the positioning error and does not affect the
hardware cost.
A performed DV-Hop in terms of mixed chaos strategy (MGDV-Hop) is applied [47], in which the
Glowworm Swarm Optimization (GSO) of hybrid chaotic strategy (MC-GSO) is in accordance with
chaos mutation and chaotic inertia weight was employed. At the first step, GSO of hybrid chaotic
model based on chaotic mutation and chaotic inertial weight updating (MC-GSO) is applied. The MCGSO can be used to monitor each firefly's moving interval employing chaos mutation and chaotic
inertial weight at the stage the firefly drops into the optimum locale. The empirical observations
suggest higher convergence and better accuracy of MC-GSO, and prevent premature convergence.
Next, it is advocated that MC-GSO replace the least square method when evaluating node coordinates
to solve the problem that the DV-Hop accuracy is low. By introducing the error fitness function, the
linear solution of coordinates is changed into a 2-dimensional heuristic optimization problem. The
results and review of the simulation agree that the improved model (MGDV-Hop) lowers the average
position error, improves the location coverage and lowers and maintains the energy system opposed to
DV-Hop and the location model based on classical GSO (GSDV-Hop).
Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO) was proposed by Zhou et al. [48] to achieve the utility of
local function error. They did an extensive research on simulations in different network contexts, the
computation observations confirmed that when opposed with the basic DV-Hop, the proposed method
gained considerably better positioning precision. The mean of error was substantially lower in both
BFO-DVHOP and DV-Hop, as R (14 till 42) expanded. This endorses our belief that a sensor node
will have more neighbors with a higher R value to support its localization. Similar to DV-Hop, BFODVHOP has reduced the mean error by up to 54 percent.
A novel DV-Hop of WSNs based on Firefly Algorithm (FADV-Hop) is utilized [49]. The novel
Localization applies the fitness function to show the sum of the error of the anonymous node and the
n normal node. By theoretical reasoning and simulation, the findings indicate that the FADV-Hop
decreases the location error and performed the Localization precision. The mean location error of DVHop is 7.6639, and the mean location error of FADV-Hop is 4.63.
A new local function model in WSN based on beacon nodes to perform the accuracy in location
estimation has been utilized [50]. At first, system model of WSN node localization is made based on
the WSN environment. Next, conventional WSN node localization models such as DV-HOP, GA, and
PSO are researched. Localization model of WSN is applied by utilizing dynamic mathematics
modeling. And the finding of simulation that is contrasted with the conventional model demonstrated
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that proposed model outperformed in accuracy and coverage of WSN. The simulation findings
indicate that the performance of the proposed location model is higher than the traditional localization
models. At the time which the proportion of beacon nodes is raised to about 45%, the localization
error is originally stable, but localization accuracy of proposed model is improved in higher degree.
To minimize the local function error of the DV-Hop due to the estimated estimate of the average
hop sizes per beacon, the Gray Wolf Optimization (GWO) is used to calculate the average hop size
[51]. In terms of GWO, two models are used. The first modifies DV-Hop's second phase by having a
standardized mean hop scale. At first, the second model uses GWO and the next weighted approach is
used to achieve a better interpretation of average hop sizes and to research each beacon's function.
The first one employs GWO (GWO-DV-Hop) to determine a good measure of average interval per
hop, and the next one, a weighted GWO (Weighted GWO-DV-Hop), considers average interval per
hop while measured using GWO for each beacon node, and then, each node uses a weighted approach
to obtain weighted average interval per hop. Findings from the simulation indicate that two models
are gaining greater value than previous DV-Hop. By using GWO in the second stage of DV-Hop, the
localization error is decreased when approximately 10%.
A state-of-the-art DV-Hop was used by using the PSO [52]. However, PSO has other derivatives
such as slow convergence, late-evolutionary precision. An updated adaptive PSO (MPSO) is used
because of these issues. MPSO changes the weight and speed parameters of each particle selfadjusting and separates the particles. Such figures will explain both partial and universal search
capabilities. In simulation tests, the DV-Hop is probably higher than the common DV-Hop, based on
the adaptive PSO adjusted for the localization coverage rate. With the performance of beacon nodes,
the average local function error of DV-Hop, PDV-Hop and MPDV-Hop is decreased slowly, and the
average local function error of MPDV-Hop is significantly lower than that of DV-Hop and PDV-Hop
that means the performed model gains lower error.
A performed DV‑Hop based on path matching and PSO has been used [53]. Total of nodes are
inconstantly expanded in a square network structure. In the scheme one, with the raising of beacon
rate, the range error is decreased both for DV‑Hop PSO and the DV-Hop. However, in comparison
with the DV-Hop, PMDV-Hop (Path Matching DV-Hop) can be decreased around 35% range error.
With the performance of beacon percentage, the localization error is decreased all for their model, the
DV-Hop. However, PMDV-Hop can be decreased around 35% local function error in comparison
with the DV-Hop, around 18% when it compares with IDV-Hop1, around 26% as it compares with
IDV-Hop2, and around 39% when it compares with QDV-Hop.
A new highly accurate local function based on DV-Hop and DE called DECHDV-Hop for WSN has
been utilized [54]. In DECHDV-Hop, a novel parameter CH is defined. CH (continuous hop-count
abbreviation) has been converted from the isolated value to sustained values that are more appropriate
for hop-counting. DE is applied to locate anonymous nodes by formulating the position estimation
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process as an alignment problem to further reduce the localization error. The proposed DECHDVHop achieves greater precision in the local function without the need for additional hardware. The
thorough research is carried out in four different situations of simulation on the network. The findings
indicate that DECHDV-Hop significantly performed to DV-Hop, GADV-Hop and PSODV-Hop in all
conditions. In particular, DECHDV-Hop has definite merits in C-shaped network topologies
situations. For C-shaped network topologies situations, DECHDV-Hop can decrease local function
error about 70% when it compares with DV-Hop.
A performed interval vector hop (IDV-Hop) that applies teaching learning-based optimization
(TLBO) has been used to accurately locate nodes [55]. Hop sizes of the beacon nodes in the applied
model are changed by trying to add correction factor. The definition of collinearity is introduced for
the reduction of position errors triggered by collinear beacon nodes. To achieve better coverage of the
location, target nodes have been upgraded to assistant beacon nodes in such a sense that those target
nodes are modified to associate beacon nodes located in the first round of localization. The position of
target nodes has been developed as an alignment problem and an effective parameter free alignment
technique viz to achieve higher efficiency in localization precision. TLBO was made use of.
Computation researchers noted that the proposed model is generally 47.30% and 22% more profitable
than DV-Hop, Genetic Algorithm-based DV-Hop (GADV-Hop) and IDV-Hop using PSO models
according to the order and gaining greater positioning coverage with rapid convergence.
A PSO-based Enhanced Localization (PSODV-Hop) for WSNs was formulated [56]. The scheme
proposed curtails communication amid nodes, that dramatically reduces the node's energy usage. It
has also managed to increase the precision of the local function without any extra hardware charges.
Different tests were carried out in simulated environments to verify the utility of their modified model
(PSODV-Hop) with original DV-Hop and enhanced DV-Hop version for WSNs.
Based on connectivity and GA, a new series of free localization model in WSNs has been suggested
[57]. GA has been used in this method to find the best possible way to real position of anonymous
node. The experimental simulations demonstrated that the positioning accuracy of primary DV-hop
has been certainly enhanced by the new method. Totally, in compare to the anonymous node, placing
the node on the approximate position has the minimum connectivity difference, so the best precise
approximate position can be observed by minimizing the connectivity difference. Actually, although
based on information connectivity only the best positions are chosen in each process that a group of
possible candidate positions is made. We find the nearest position to the anonymous node after the
other GAs operators are used. Based on GA (MSL), the simulation results of the Multi-StepLocalization demonstrated that the precision of location is increased considerably. This is owing to
the new approach of the MSL model that provides more flexibility by considering the issue of
localization as an ensemble of linked sections that have a significant effect on the precision of
localization.
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Many applications in WSN need to figure out exactly where the sensor nodes are located. Due to the
reduced precision of the Range-free models, 𝑀𝑒ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑖 𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑙. [58] suggested the enhanced DV-Hop
based on the Shuffled Frog Leaping algorithm (SFLA). In the second stage of the primary DV-Hop
and hybrid GA-PSO, they used SFLA to enhance its precision in the final stage of the primary DVHop. In this study, we use SFLA in the second stage of DV-Hop to enhance Hop-Size error. Greater
accuracy, easy implementation, computing proficiency, quick convergence are the benefits of SFLA.
Also, in order to find a solution to the greater error of least square method, the hybrid GA-PSO is
engaged in the last stage of DV-Hop. Further, population-based representation of solving problem in
GA and PSO make it possible to use PSO to optimize the best individuals of the GA that can lower
convergence time prominently. The performance of DV-Hop is developed by the hybrid GA-PSO that
has the ability to reduce the error amid the real and approximate coordinates. Simulation findings
indicate that their suggested model localization error was considerably smaller than the primary DVHop, enhanced SFLA and PSO-based DV-Hop, and enhanced GA-based DV-Hop. The price of
enhancing accuracy is rising the time of calculation.
The Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO) is presented to develop the DV-HOP, with the purpose
of increasing the inside positioning precision and reduce the positioning error in WSNs. In computing
the common interval per-hop, the standard DV-HOP is not very precise and it highly impacts on the
positioning precision. Therefore, a new BFO-DV-Hop is suggested [59]. The average interval per-hop
is computed by the standard DV-Hop based on the Euclidean interval and the minimum quantity of
hops directly and the spread of the variable network typology by chance that results in the low
precision in common hop interval approximation. The common interval per-hop is computed by the
BFO with the use of the minimum hops of nodes and the position data of beacon nodes in BFO-DVHOP. Simulation conclusion demonstrated that in compare to standard models, 30% beacon nodes can
capably decrease the positioning error and 10% can get a better efficiency.
For WSNs is planned an evolutionary algorithm called Oriented Cuckoo Search (OCS) [60], with
the combination of two various types of random distributions the quest for worldwide research is
dominated. For further research, ten various random distributions are engaged and compared with
CEC2013 test suits. Numerical findings indicate the highest performance obtained by combining the
hybrid

distribution

with

Levy

distribution

and

Cauchy

distribution.

In addition,

OCS

is also integrated into the method of DV-Hop with this hybrid distribution to develop the precision
efficiency. Simulation findings showed that, compared to three other DV-Hop models, their changes
obtained better accuracy efficiency [61]. An enhanced GA was suggested to decrease the local
function error outcome of DV-Hop. Simulation findings indicate that, compared to other models, the
enhanced model increased the precision of the location.
Based on composite PSO, a smart location model is suggested for DV-Hop [62] to enhance the
precision of node location in WSNs. After the stage of maximum probability technique, the problem
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of unsure place is converted into a multi-dimensional alignment problem. Furthermore, appropriate
location precision is achieved in NP problems with the benefit of composite PSO. The outcomes of
the study proved that, compared to traditional methods, their suggested model is great in reducing
position error, enhancing precision and reliability. DV-Hop location is the most frequently used model
for node location in WSNs. But, in determining the position of anonymous nodes, it does not take into
consideration the effect of the average interval per hop, leading in decreased positioning precision. A
fresh AFSADV-Hop (Artificial Fish Swarm DV-Hop) based on AFSA was suggested to answer this
problem [63]. Since AFSA has a quicker rate of convergence and can deal with the problem of
nonlinear function alignment, it is used to tackle the average range alignment per hop, this reduces the
position error due to the average range per hop, so that it is nearer to the real value. The simulation
findings indicated that the enhanced model can enhance the precision and reliability of the model
efficiently without increasing the price of the hardware. AFSADV-Hop's has been increased location
precision an about 19.5% ~27% compared with the DV-Hop.
An enhanced DV-Hop is suggested based on extremely confused and simple PSO [64] to fix the
problem of low localization precision of the conventional DV-Hop, Results of the simulation revealed
that the precision of the location is much greater than that of the DV-Hop and that of the integrated
DV-Hop based on conventional PSO. And the fresh model is converging quicker than the optimized
conventional PSO-based DV-Hop. When the proportion of the beacon node is low, the impact is more
apparent. It is obvious that the greater the location precision, the more beacon nodes engaged in
localization. The location error of DV-Hop reduces from 93% to 57% due to the simulation in a fairly
small ratio of beacon nodes, When the amount of beacon nodes rises from 4 to 10; DV-Hop based on
conventional PSO optimized converges gently with fewer beacon nodes and the location error ranges
from 75% to 49%; Based on The PSO-optimized, DV-Hop has a quicker convergence velocity and
greater location precision when the amount of beacons is very low. The error of localization reduces
from 59% to 30%.
An altered location model for DV-Hop has been suggested to enhance the bad location output of the
DV-Hop [65]. First, on the boundary territory of the observing areas, some beacon nodes are spread.
Second, the average one-hop range of beacon nodes is altered. In addition, the average one-hop
interval used by each anonymous node to calculate its own location is altered by measuring N from
beacon nodes with an average one-hop range. At last, the PSO was used to accurate the position
assumed by the 2D hyperbolic location model. It can be seen that their suggested model clearly
increases the accuracy and reliability of the location. But with regard to PSO, it has very little rise in
the computing time.
Table II summarizes the improved DV-Hop papers based on the meta-heuristic algorithm derived
from objectives and disadvantages.
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Table II. Summary of Improved DV-Hop based on meta-heuristic algorithms derived from Objectives and Disadvantages
Refs

Used Method

Objective

Description

Disadvantages

Year

Publisher

[41]

Parallel Compact
Cat Swarm
Optimization
(PCCSO)

decrease average
positioning error

correcting the position
estimation with PCCSO

increase in run time

2021

Springer

[42]

Differential
Evolution (DE)

To reduce the hop
interval error

The DE is used to optimize the
positioning result of the
anonymous node

increase node power
consumption and
increase the time

2019

IEEE

[43]

Particle Swarm
Optimization
(PSO)

Reduce hop interval effect,
increase node coverage, boost
positioning accuracy and the
positioning process robustness.

increase in
computation time

2019

Springer

[44]

PSO

correcting the position
estimation with PSO

increase in
computation time

2019

Springer

increase in
computation time

2019

Springer

(1) increase
accuracy
(2) higher search
efficiency and better
stability
decrease local
function error and
increase accuracy

[45]

DE

increase accuracy

SA-MCDE based localization
model with rapid precision,
convergence, positioning and
low cost of service

[46]

Cuckoo Search
Algorithm (CSA)

decrease average
positioning error

Proposed model effectively
improved the node local
function error, reduce the
positioning error and without
affecting the hardware cost

increase in run time

2019

Springer

[47]

glowworm swarm
optimization
(GSO)

Reduce the average
position error, boost
localization and
balance the power
consumption

high accuracy and avoids the
premature convergence

increase in run time

2019

other

[48]

Bacterial
Foraging
Optimization
(BFO)

improving the
localization
accuracy

Proposed method attained
outstandingly higher positioning
accuracy than the basic DV-Hop

increase in
computation time

2019

Springer

[49]

Firefly Algorithm
(FA)

To reduce the hop
interval error

FADV-Hop reduced the
location error and improves the
Localization accuracy

increase in
computation time

2019

Springer

[50]

PSO and Genetic
Algorithm (GA)

improving the
accuracy and
coverage of WSN

The obtained results showed
that the performance of the
proposed location model is
better than the common
localization models.

increase in run time

2018

Other

[51]

Grey Wolf
Optimization
(GWO)

The assessments proved the
priority of developed model
over DV-Hop in terms of local
function error

increase in
computation time
and run time

2018

Springer

[52]

Developed
adaptive PSO
(MPSO)

Average position error is less
than DV-Hop and PSO-based
DV-Hop

Increasing the
number of repetitions

2018

Springer

[53]

PSO

aiming to improve the
prediction precision of beacon–
node interval

increase in
computation time

2018

Springer

[54]

DE

The position estimation method
is developed in conjunction with
weighted square errors of the

increase in
computation time

2018

Elsevier

The localization
error is decreased by
almost 10
percentage by using
GWO
average local
function error is
lower
Good results on
both interval
prediction precision
and average position
precision of node
reducing local
function error
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calculated period as a
minimizing alignment issue

[55]

Teaching
Learning based
Optimization
(TLBO)

achieved high
positioning
coverage with fast
convergence

The key benefit of the present
research is improved local
function precision, a positioning
coverage and rapid convergence
in an area where resources are
minimal

Increasing the
number of repetitions

2017

Springer

[56]

PSO

decreasing the
energy utilization of
the node

Determine the value of
minimum hop from all nodes to
every beacon node

Increasing the
number of repetitions

2017

Springer

Increasing the
number of repetitions

2017

Springer

[57]

GA

best accuracy

Predicted Euclidian interval
amid the anonymous node and
each beacon. The physical
position of anonymous node
will be predicted progressively
based GA alignment

[58]

Shuffled Frog
Leaping
algorithm (SFLA)

Easier deployment,
better solutions,
application
efficiency and faster
convergence

proposed method has decreased
the local function error
efficiently without additional
hardware

increase in
computation time

2016

Springer

reducing positioning
error

BFODV-HOP and assessment
results showed that it can be
reduced the positioning error
and improved positioning
accuracy apparently

Increasing the
number of repetitions

2016

IEEE

oriented CSA

average localization
error is lower

In OCS, the partial search
adaptability is guided by the
best position, as well as the
universal search capability is
affected by different random
distributions

Increasing the
number of repetitions

2016

Elsevier

[61]

GA

Increasing
localization
accuracy

developed GADV-Hop
restrained the feasible region of
initial population and develops
the quality of initial population

Increasing the
number of repetitions

2015

Springer

[62]

PSO

reducing
communication
consumption

proposed method has decreased
the localization error

Increasing time
complexity

2015

IEEE

[63]

Artificial Fish
Swarm Algorithm
(AFSA)

reducing average
interval per hop

reducing the amount of energy
system

Increasing time
complexity

2015

Other

[64]

PSO

Increasing
localization
accuracy

Hybrid of DV-Hop and
extremum disturbed and simple
PSO

Increasing the
number of repetitions

2014

Springer

PSO

Increasing
localization
accuracy

PSO is used to correct the
position expected by the 2D
hyperbolic model, bringing the
outcome similar to the real
location

Increasing the
number of repetitions

2012

Other

[59]

[60]

[65]

BFO

Table III summarizes the improved DV-Hop papers based on meta-heuristic algorithm derived from
the analysis and results.
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Table III. Summary of Improved DV-Hop based on meta-heuristic algorithm derived from Goals and Analysis

Refs

Goals

simulator

[41]

PCCSO for node
localization in WSNs

MATLAB
R2017b

[42]

Weighted DV-Hop
Localization for WSNs
based on DE

MATLAB

[43]

Research on the DVHop Location Model
Based on the PSO for
the Automatic Driving
Vehicle

MATLAB
R2014b

[44]

Performance
Evaluation of
Improved Localization
for WSNs

MATLAB
2015a

[45]

DE for node
localization in WSNs

MATLAB

[46]

Hop‑Count
Quantization Ranging
and Hybrid CSA for
DV‑HOP in WSNs

MATLAB
2014

[47]

DV-Hop Node
Location Model Based
on GSO in WSNs

MATLAB
2015a

[48]

DV-Hop based on
BFO

NS2

[49]

[50]

[51]

[52]

[53]

[54]

[55]

[56]

A New DV-Hop
Location of WSNs
Based on FA
Dynamic Mathematics
Modeling and Node
Localization
DV-Hop for Randomly
Deployed 2D and 3D
WSNs
DV-Hop Node
Localization Based on
Improved PSO

Developed DV‑Hop by
PSO

A Top Accurate
Localization with DVHop and DE for WSN
Improved DV-Hop
localization using
TLBO
A PSO Based
Improved local
function error for
WSNs

Assessed factors
1) appraisement of the qualification of beacons on
Positioning Error
2) appraisement of the qualification of beacons on
Positioning Coverage
1) Analysis Based on the measurement of Beacon
Nodes
2) appraisement of domain Radius on Average
Positioning Error
1) The appraisement of the maximum of network
nodes on the average positioning error
2) appraisement of beacon nodes on average
positioning error
3) The appraisement of the domain radius on the
average positioning error
1) qualification of No. of Beacon Nodes on
indigenization Results
2) qualification of Radio Range on indigenization
Results
1) local function error for different number of
anonymous nodes
2) local function error for different number of beacon
nodes
3) Convergence speed comparisons among different
alignment techniques
1) qualification of Different Beacon Node on
Positioning Accuracy
2) appraisement of domain radius on Positioning
Accuracy
3) the effect on the decreasing error of the maximum
of nodes
1) appraisement of domain radius on Mean
Positioning Error
2) appraisement of the qualification of beacons on
Positioning Error
3) appraisement of the qualification of beacons on
Positioning Coverage
4) Node Energy system
1) domain radius(m)
2) measurement of nodes
3) measurement of beacon nodes

Area

Number of
Nodes

150*150

150

100*100

100

100*100

200

100*100

100

100*100

100

200*200

180

100*100

100

100*100

100

MATLAB

1) appraisement of the No. of Beacons on Positioning
Error

100*100

100

NS2

1) The interval amid anonymous node and beacon
node is calculated by the minimum hop

150*150

400

100*100
300*300

200 to 450

100*100

100

100*100

200

100*100

100

100*100

50 to 400

100*100

100

MATLAB

MATLAB

MATLAB

MATLAB
2014a
MATLAB
8.1
MATLAB
2015a

1) domain radius(m)
2) measurement of nodes
3) measurement of beacon nodes
1) appraisement of the measurement of Beacons on
Positioning Error
2) Domain Range
1) local function error in a square network versus the
beacon node ratio
2) Range error in a square network versus number of
nodes
3) local function error in a square network versus
qualification of nodes
4) Range error in a square network versus radius
1) domain radius(m)
2) measurement of nodes
3) measurement of beacon nodes
1) qualification of variation in domain range
2) Effect of node density
3) Effect of radio irregularity
1) appraisement of Beacon Nodes on indigenization
Error, Error Variance and Accuracy
2) appraisement of maximum of Sensors on local
function Error, Error Variance and Accuracy
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[57]

A New Range Free
Localization Based on
GA

MATLAB

[58]

Developed DV-Hop
based on intelligent
models

MATLAB

[59]

Developed DV-HOP
Based on BFO

MATLAB
R2014a

[60]

A novel oriented
cuckoo CSA to
improve DV-Hop

MATLAB
2011

[61]

Developed localization
model based on GA in
WSNs

MATLAB
7.11.0

[62]

Developed DV-HOP
based on composite
PSO

MATLAB

[63]

An Improved DV-Hop
Based on AFSA

MATLAB7
.0

[64]

Improving localization
in WSNs Based on
Improved PSO

MATLAB7
.0

[65]

Improved DV-Hop in
WSNs based on
interval

MATLAB2
009a

3) appraisement of Radius on local function Error,
Error Variance and Accuracy
1) Declarations Results via measurement of sensor
nodes
2) Assessments Results via Radio Ranges of Sensor
Nodes
3) Assessments Results via measurement of Beacon
1) The appraisement of the qualification of beacon
nodes on the positioning accuracy
2) The appraisement of domain range on the
positioning accuracy
3) The appraisement of qualification of sensor nodes
on the local function error
1) Positioning Accuracy Analysis
2) Relationship amid beacon and positioning error
3) Relationship amid the position error and the total
number of nodes
1) appraisement for domain radius
2) Average position error vs. domain radius
3) appraisement for number of different nodes
4) Average error in location vs. measurement of
nodes
5) Average error in location vs. measurement of
beacons
1) Number of beacon nodes
2) domain Radius
1) appraisement of the ratio of Beacon Node on the
average location error
2) appraisement of maximum of nodes on the mean
positioning error
1) domain radius(m)
2) Number of nodes
3) Number of beacon nodes
1) measurement of beacon nodes involved in local
function error
2) Error offset amid original and estimated location of
anonymous node
1) Error finding with different measurement of
beacon nodes
2 Error finding with different measurement of beacon
nodes
3) Error finding with different measurement of nodes
4) Error finding variance with different measurement
of nodes
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50*50

20

100*100

100

100*100

100

100*100

100

100*100

100

100*100

100

100*100

100

300*300

100

100*100

100

B. Improved DV-Hop based on RSSI
The RSSI is used as the approach for calculating interval. To approximate the interval amid adjacent
nodes, the RSSI is based on the signal strength indicator obtained [66]. In open space, the RSSI rating
is inversely proportional to the transmitter-receiver square interval [67]. With the rise in range, the
radio signals reduce. Reflection, diffraction and dispersion may affect the propagation of the radio
signals. Such effects can influence the precision of the measurement, particularly in indoor settings.
Thus, this approach is more appropriate for outdoor apps than for indoor apps. The benefit of this
approach is that no extra hardware is required because the RSSI approach function is available in
most wireless devices. Local energy system is not greatly affected. A node uses RSSI measurements
in an RSSI-based range model to approximate its ranges from the beacons using a recognized model
of signal propagation [67]. Even though attenuation of the signal is often linked to the particular
setting, the signal propagation model, the most suitable model for the present setting, is crucial for the
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precision of the range. Now, the shadowing model is commonly used for modeling the loss of
wireless signal propagation [24] that is as follows:
𝑃𝑟(𝑑) = 𝑃𝑟(𝑑0 ) − 10𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑑/𝑑0 ) + 𝑋𝜎

(7)

Where 𝑑 and 𝑑0 indicate the actual range and the reference range, alternately; where 𝑃𝑟(𝑑) and
𝑃𝑟(𝑑0 ) indicate the signal power obtained in 𝑑𝐵𝑚 at the actual range and the reference range; 𝑛 is the
path loss index, X𝜎 is gauss random distribution function while the mean is 0. For most of the indoor
applications, 𝑑0 = 1 meter and 𝑃𝑟(𝑑0 ) is calculated by free space path loss formula. The noise 𝑋𝜎 is
generated from sources that are changeable in time and fixed in time. We suppose that 𝑋𝜎 is a spread
random Gaussian variable with zero mean and variance 𝜎2 to properly model the random impacts of
shadowing. Environmental variables and surrounding structure specify the path loss exponent n. It is
simple to see that the range of error is essentially brought about

by the impact of physical

environment. Therefore, the improved shadowing model is utilized as pursues:
𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼(𝑑) = 𝐴 − 10𝑛𝑙𝑔𝑑

(8)

In Eq. (8) 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼 (𝑑) is the sign power obtained at ranged and A is the receiver's sign power obtained
from a one-meter transmitter. Particular hardware and environment parameters A and n are strongly
linked in Eq. (8), in the recent indoor environment, if 𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛 are precise, the RSSI-based range is
great. A group of online or offline RSSI measurements amid the beacons calculate the parameters of
the signal distribution model [67] in the majority of RSSI-based range models. Obviously, online
RSSI measurements require calculation and communication. Although, this is not the case in a
functional setting where it is highly hard to determine the signal propagation model at any specific
time and space, the parameters of the approximate model may not correctly represent the actual radio
channel of an indoor setting.
A new RSSI-based solution is proposed to estimate the distance between unknown nodes and the
beacon [68]. The main purpose of this model is to reduce errors and detect accurate position. A hybrid
DV-Hop (𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑘ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢ℎ𝑜𝑢 𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑙.) [69] was suggested using RSSI for wide-scale WSNs, Conventional
range based localization models use triangulation to approximate only those wireless nodes inside a
one-hop interval from the beacon nodes. On the other side, multi-hop localization models strive to
locate the wireless nodes that may be physically residing away from beacon nodes at various hops.
DV-Hop experiences decreased precision because it just uses the arrangement of the network (i.e.
couple of hops to beacons) instead of the intervals among pairs of nodes. They suggested an improved
DV-Hop in this study, which also utilizes the RSSI values combined with one-hop surroundings
connections. In addition, they used localized nodes by supporting them to become extra beacon nodes.
Their simulations indicated that the suggested model considerably outperforms the initial DV-Hop
and two of its newly released variants, i.e. RSSI Auxiliary Ranging and the Selective 3-Beacon DVhop. All the more accurately, the suggested model increases location precision by nearly 95%, 90%,
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and 70%, compared to the fundamental DV-Hop, Selective 3-Beacon, and RSSI DV-Hop models,
separately, in certain situations.
Two enhanced DV-Hop were proposed with the following titles: Equal Sub-Area-Based DV-Hop
(ESAB-DV-Hop) and Equal Sub-Area-Based DV-Hop with RSSI (ESAB-DV-Hop with RSSI). The
results showed that the error of the two models is less than DV-Hop [70]. The two models suggested
are gotten from the DV-hop approach. The first relies on splitting the network area into sub-areas and
setting the nodes with anonymous places to estimate their beacon nodes position in the same sub-area
and the second relies on splitting the network area into sub-areas and each node with an
anonymous place estimates the interval amid itself and other nodes using hop check amount if they
are not adjacent beacon nodes and RSSI if they are adjacent beacon nodes. Simulation findings
revealed that the location precision of the Equal Sub-Area-Based DV-Hop (ESAB-DV-Hop) is 13.5%
is superior to the standard model and 12% is superior to the new model that helps solve the same issue
when the overall quantity of nodes is 100, the connectivity range is 20 m and the proportion of
beacons is 10%. The Equal Sub-Area-Based DV-Hop with RSSI (ESAB-DV-Hop with RSSI)
approach is 17.5% is superior to the standard model and 16 is superior to a new model that helps solve
the same issue when the overall quantity of nodes is 100, the connectivity range is 20 m and the
proportion of beacons is 10%.
An enhanced DV-Hop was suggested in conjunction with RSSI Ranging Technology [71]. The
enhanced DV-Hop is used a bunch technique to decrease the overhead communication and the
likelihood of group conflict in the main stage phase of DV-Hop; The acquired Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) range approach is used to substitute the range measurement of one hop away from
the beacon node in the DV-Hop; then approximate node positions with quasi-Newton alignment
method rather than the Least square process.
Based on RSSI Auxiliary Ranging, an enhanced DV-Hop has been suggested [72]. An enhanced
DV-Hop twice-refinement localization model based on an auxiliary range of obtained signal strength
indicator (RSSI) and anonymous node error correction is suggested using its own centroid. In order to
get the interval amid neighboring nodes for auxiliary positioning, the enhanced model used RSSI
range technology, as well as used the centroid coordinates of the anonymous nodes to correct their
own original positioning outcomes, and after that reposition the anonymous nodes using the
coordinates that have been checked. Simulation findings indicated that compared to the conventional
DV-Hop and several new improved DV-Hop in the same experimental setting, without extra hardware
expenditure, this study's enhanced DV-Hop just requires nodes with an RSSI indicator function and
provides a little overhead computing and communication, considerably diminished the node
localization error and enhanced the localization precision.
A RSSI-based feedback system was proposed for DV-Hop and RFDV-Hop [73]. It can be divided
into two stages. First, RSSI is used to substitute the hops of DV-Hop in order to approximate the
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original position of the anonymous node. The interval distinction between the real location on the
beacons is often used as a correction element, as is the approximate spot calculated by the DV-Hop.
When measuring distances between anonymous node and beacons, as well as the change component,
the exact location of the anonymous node was calculated. The simulations demonstrate that RFDVHop can easily the overall position and optimize the localization.
An enhanced DV-Hop is suggested to fix the issue of bad localization precision of the DV-Hop
[74]. The suggested idea for changing the hop-count amid nodes is based on the RSSI approach. This
article discusses the notion of fundamental node signal strength that will be used to alter hop count.
The hop coefficient and hop-size coefficient are arranged to alter separately the hop count and hop
size of anonymous nodes. Furthermore, to restrict the transmission interval of network data packets,
the packet life cycle is placed forward. The simulation outcome indicated better localization precision
of the suggested idea can considerably decrease the prediction error of hop count and hop size amid
nodes.
Using the current enhanced model, the anonymous node location is located based on RSSI [75].
This erases the combined error and enhanced the precision of the location. Beacon nodes distribute
their location and hop parameters adjusted zero to adjacent nodes. After the packet has been gotten,
the quantity of hops is calculated by the adjacent node with obtaining signal strength analysis RSSI
values to setting threshold Simulation tests indicated that the enhanced model's location error was
superior to the DV-Hop, which decreased by 15% or more. The best choice is that the positioning
error reduces to 15%, meeting the requirement for precision of the location of the sensor network.
Based on RSSI, enhanced DV-Hop has been suggested [76]. First, the RSSI value is applied to
accurate the interval amid anonymous nodes and source nodes within a single hop range. Second, to
further decrease the interval error amid anonymous nodes and source nodes, a certain quantity of
correction value is added to the initial hop. Simulation outcome indicated that this article's enhanced
model achieves a rise of 9.4% -13.7% compared to the classic DV-Hop; when node connection radius
is 30m. This article's enhanced model achieves a rise of 10.4% -14.3% compared to the classic DVHop; when node connection radius is 40m. This article's enhanced model achieves a rise of 12.1%17.7% compared to the classic DV-Hop, when node connection radius is 50m and the source nodes
ration is modified slowly, Outcome of simulation indicated that enhanced model increases accuracy of
localization. Range-free localization model was suggested using the interval ratio based on the WSN
DV-HOP [77]. By changing the overall hop length of the network, an enhanced SDDV-HOP (Shortest
Intervals DV-HOP) is suggested. They used the approximate interval from the RSSI-distance model
as the loads of the edges. The simulation findings revealed that the localization precision can be
significantly enhanced by the SDDV-HOP compared to the DV-Hop.
Table IV summarizes the improved DV-Hop papers based on RSSI derived from the objectives and
disadvantages.
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Table IV. Summary of RSSI-Based Improved DV-Hop papers derived from Objectives and Disadvantages
Refs

Goals

Objective

[68]

Improving Positioning
Based on RSSI

reducing the
localization error

[69]

A Hybrid DV-Hop Using
RSSI for Localization in
Large-Scale WSNs

decreasing local
function error

[70]

Developed DV-Hop
Localization Model

decreasing the
error of the
position of
anonymous
nodes

[71]

Developed DV-Hop
Combined with RSSI
Ranging model

reducing the local
function error

[72]

Developed DV-Hop
based on RSSI auxiliary
ranging

reducing the local
function error

[73]

Research on Developed
DV-Hop Based on RSSI
and Feedback model

reducing the
localization error

[74]

Developed DV-Hop
based on RSSI for WSN

decreasing local
function error

[75]

Developed DV-Hop
positioning model based
on hop interval correction

decreasing local
function error

[76]

Developed DV-Hop
Based on RSSI Value
and Hop Correction

decreasing local
function error

[77]

Developed DV-HOP
Based on the Ratio of
Intervals

reducing the
localization error

[78]

Developed DV-HOP
positioning model based
on one-hop subdivision
and average hopping
interval modification

reducing the local
function error

[79]

DV-Hop Localization
Model

High positioning
accuracy

Description
distance between the
unknown node and beacon
node based on the “RSSIDistance”
Developed DV-Hop hat
also uses the RSSI values
associated with links amid
one-hop neighbors
Generated results show that
the local function error of
the Equal Sub-Area-Based
DV-Hop (ESAB-DV-Hop)
method is lower than the
DV-Hop
Developed DV-Hop can be
significantly reduced the
local function error without
increasing computing
complexity
The Developed model uses
RSSI ranging technology
to get the interval amid
adjacent nodes for
auxiliary positioning
RFDV-Hop can use the
RSSI and the feedback of
location bias to decrease
the local function error
proposed model has better
local function and can be
reduced the appraisement
error of hop count and hop
size amid nodes
significantly
Analysis showed that the
positioning error of
improved model is better
than DV-Hop that reduced
by 15%.
RSSI value is used to
correct the interval amid
anonymous node and
reference nodes in the
range of single hop
The analysis results
showed that SDDV-Hop
could improve the local
function error greatly
compared with DV-HOP
The established DV-Hop
can reduce position errors
dramatically without
increasing device
complication
RSSI value has been
applied to reduce the error
of measurement

Disadvantages

Year

Publisher

There is a distance
limit.

2020

Springer

Interference in
packets

2018

Other

more calculations

2017

Springer

Increasing the size
of the routing
table

2016

Springer

it is not suitable
for large scale

2016

IEEE

connectivity to the
network demand
is high

2015

Springer

it is not
appropriate for
broad

2015

IEEE

the density of the
beacon nodes is
very large

2014

IEEE

more calculations

2013

Springer

the density of the
beacon nodes is
high

2013

Springer

communication
overhead

2012

Other

the density of the
beacon nodes is
high

2010

IEEE

Table (V) summarizes the improved DV-Hop papers based on RSSI derived from the analysis and
results.
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Table V. Summary of Improved RSSI-Based DV-Hop papers derived from Goals and Analysis
Area

Number
of Nodes

100*100

100

100*100

100

100*100

100 to
200

The measurement of data packets

100*100

200

MATLAB

1) domain radius(m)
2) qualification of nodes
3) measurement of beacon nodes

100*100

100

MATLAB
2010B

1) measurement of nodes
2) Number of beacon nodes

100*100

100

MATLAB

1) The capability of beacon nodes on the position
function
2) The capability of nodes amount on the position
function
3)The impact of communication radius on position
function

100*100

200

MATLAB
R2012a

1) The Ration of Beacon Node
2) Node domain Radius(m)

1000*
1000

300

MATLAB

1) Node domain Radius(m)

100*100

100

MATLAB

1) local function Error vs. beacon nodes
2) local function Error vs. number of nodes

100*100

100

Refs

Goals

simulator

Assessed factors

[68]

Developed DV-Hop

MATLAB
2015b

[69]

A Hybrid DV-Hop Using
RSSI for Localization in
Large-Scale WSNs

MATLAB

[70]

Developed DV-Hop

NS2

1) measurement of nodes
2) Number of beacon nodes
1) local function Error vs. Transmission Range
2) local function Error vs. Beacon Population
3) local function Error vs. Node Density
1) local function Error vs. beacon nodes
2) local function Error vs. measurement of nodes

[71]

Developed DV-Hop
Combined with RSSI
Ranging model

MATLAB7
.0

[72]

Developed DV-Hop based on
RSSI auxiliary ranging

[73]

Research on Developed DVHop Based on RSSI and
Feedback model

[74]

[75]

[76]

[77]

[78]

[79]

An

Developed DV-Hop based on
RSSI for WSN

Developed DV-Hop
positioning model based on
hop interval correction
Developed DV-Hop Based
on RSSI Value and Hop
Correction
Developed DV-HOP Based
on the Ratio of Intervals
Developed DV-HOP based
on one-hop subdivision and
average hopping interval
modification
Expanded DV-Hop to reduce
the error

enhanced

RADV-HOP

MATLAB

1) The Ration of Beacon Node
2) Node domain Radius(m)

100*100

100

NS2

1) local function error
2) measurement of beacons

100*100

300

(RSSI and

overall

hopping distance

changing DV-HOP)

is suggested [78]. Using RSSI, the RADV-HOP subdivides one hop into several levels, and changes
the overall hopping interval used in the DV-Hop of location. Simulation findings indicate that the
RADV-Hop only requires a node connection chip with RSSI indicator feature in the same network
situation compared to DV-HOP, provides a small amount of overhead computing and communication
and does not require additional overhead hardware; when each hop is split into three levels, the
standardized location error is reduced by 65%. The RADV-HOP can reduce the standardized location
error by 45%, compared to other enhanced DV-HOP, at the price of a small computational complexity
and the same overhead connection. Location of nodes is one of WSN's main technologies.
Considering the hardware and price factors, the DV-Hop is highly used. The primary location error of
DV-Hop is the interval amid anonymous nodes and beacon nodes. The measurement error, which is
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Table VI. Summary of Improved DV-Hop based on Distance derived from Goals and Analysis

Refs

Goals

Objective

simulator

Assessed factors

Area

Numb
er of
Nodes

[80]

optimized
formulation to
calculate the
average hop-size
of anchor nodes

minimize the
localization error in
the estimated distance
between anchor and
unknown node

MATLAB
2017a

1) Number of nodes
2) Number of beacon nodes

100*100

100 to
200

[81]

Developed DVHop Based on
Minimum Hops
Correction and
Reevaluate Hop
Distance

reducing the node
positioning error

MATLAB

100*100

200

[82]

Performance
Evaluation of DVHOP in WSNs

reducing localization
error

MATLAB

100*100

50 to
300

[83]

Developed local
function based on
IMDV-hop for
extensive WSNs

Accuracy and energy
system performance
has improved

NS2

100*100

100

reducing localization
error

MATLAB

1) domain radius(m)
2) measurement of nodes
3) measurement of beacon nodes

100*100

100

lower error rate than
the DV-Hop

MATLAB

1) Number of nodes
2) Number of beacon nodes

100*100

100

high positioning
accuracy

MATLAB
R2014a

1) Average Positioning Error Under
Different Domain Radius
2) Positioning Errors at Different
Beacon Node Densities

100*100

150

decreasing network
communications

MATLAB

1) The qualification of beacon densities
on localization errors
2) The qualification of beacon densities
on localizable sensor rates
3) The impact of node densities on
localization errors

40*40

200 to
400

better accuracy than
DV-Hop

MATLAB

1) ratio of beacon nodes

100*100

100

Increasing localization
accuracy and reduce
the positioning error

MATLAB

1) ratio of beacon nodes
2) Position error with communication
radius changing

100*100

100

more superior in terms
of positioning error

MATLAB

1) Comparison by varying domain
radius

300*300

100

[84]

[85]

[86]

[87]

[88]

[89]

[90]

Developed DVHOP Based on
High-Precision in
WSN
An Improved DVHop based on
Average Hop and
Node Distance
Optimization
Developed DVHop with Jaccard
Coefficient Based
on Optimization
of Distance
Correction

An EnergyEfficient DV-Hop

Beacon node
Selection and
Global Optimized
Solution for DVHop in WSNs
Developed DVHop Based on
Average Hop
Distance and
Estimated
Coordinates
Developed
centroid DV hop

1) Position function error when
improving the average hop distance
2) Position function error when
improving the minimum hop count
3) Position function error when
improving the average hop distance and
the minimum hop count at the same time
1) local function Error Vs measurement
of nodes for different values of Beacons
2) local function Error versus Beacon
Node Ratio for Different Values of
Communication Range
3) local function Error versus domain
Range
1) local function error as a function of
beacon ratio
2) local function delay for node density
as a function of beacon ratio
3) local function energy for node density
as a function of beacon ratio
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[91]

[92]

[93]

[94]

[95]

[96]

[97]

[98]

[99]

[100]

[101]

[102]

[103]

[104]
[105]
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DV-Hop for
WSNs to reduce
the error
Developed DVHop based on
Modified HopSize
Developed DVHop Distributed
Active Multi-Hop
Local function
Reinforcement of
DV-hop in hybrid
optical WSNs
Improvements of
DV-Hop
localization for
WSNs
Power fruitful
range-free
localization for
WSNs
Developed DVHop Through
Anchor Position
Re-estimation
DV-hop-MSO
based on local
function in WSNs
Improvement on
Localization Error
and Adaptability
in DV-Hop
Developed DVhop Based on
Iterative
Computation for
WSNs
Developed model
Based on DV-Hop
for WSNs
Developed Local
function for
WSNs Based on
DV-Hop
Developed Local
function model
Based on DV-Hop
for WSNs
Developed DVHop local function
error for precise
positioning
Developed DV-

better localization
accuracy by
minimizing the error

MATLAB
2008b

minimum localization
error

MATLAB

Increasing localization
accuracy

2) Comparison by varying total number
of nodes
1) Maximum nodes number versus
localization error
2) Percentage of beacon nodes versus
localization error

200*200

400

Average localization error

300*300

2000

OMNET
++

1) domain radius(m)
2) measurement of nodes
3) measurement of beacon nodes

1000*
1000

50 to
100

improving the
localization accuracy

MATLAB

1) Communication radius(m)
2) Number of nodes
3) Number of beacon nodes
4) Relative local function Error

100*100
50*200
400*400
10*40

30 to
200

Low localization error

MATLAB

1) ratio of beacon nodes
2) Position error with communication
radius

100*100

100

better localization
performance

MATLAB
2008b

1) Maximum nodes number versus
localization error
2) Percentage of beacon nodes versus
localization error

100*100

100

better performances in
local function
precision

MATLAB

1) measurement of Beacon Nodes
2) Maximum nodes number
3) Communication radius(m)

100*100

100 to
400

decreasing local
function error

MATLAB

1) appraisement of Beacon Nodes
Density on the Positioning Error
2) The Effect of Network Connectivity
on the Positioning Error
3) The Impact of Total Number of
Nodes on Positioning Error

100*100

300

better local function
performance

MATLAB

1) domain radius(m)
2) measurement of beacon nodes

200*200

100

MATLAB

1) local function error with multiple
beacon nodes
2) local function error with different
radio range of sensor nodes

100*100

100

decreasing local
function error

MATLAB

1) The relationship amid the number of
beacons and localization error
2) The relationship amid the number of
nodes and the localization error
3) The relationship amid communication
and the localization error

100*100

200

decreasing local
function error

NS3

1) domain radius(m)
2) measurement of beacon nodes

100*100

50 to
300

decreasing local
function error

MATLAB

1) domain radius(m)
2) measurement of nodes
3) measurement of beacon nodes

100*100

200

better local function
accuracy

improve localization
accuracy without
increasing hardware
cost
location accuracy is

NS2

1) ratio of beacon nodes to anonymous
nodes

100*100

250

NS2

1) domain radius(m)

100*100

100
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[106]

[107]
[108]

[109]

[110]

[111]

HOP Based on
Beacon Nodes at
Borderland of
WSNs
Research of
Developed DVHop in Coal Mine
Monitoring
Application for
WSNs
Developed DVHop local function
RMADV-Hop: An
Improved DVHop local function
An Improved
local function
error on DV-Hop
for WSNs
Developed DVHop with altered
distance error for
WSNs
An advanced DVhop for Irregularly
Shaped Sensor
Networks

high

385

2) measurement of nodes
3) measurement of beacon nodes

NS2

1) local function Coverage Rate (The
Proportion of Localization Nodes)
2) The measurement of Package
Sending

100*100

200

decreasing local
function error

NS2

Error location with multiple beacon
nodes

200*200

200

high positioning
accuracy

OMNET
++

1) domain radius(m)
2) measurement of beacon nodes

800*500

200

enhancing positioning
accuracy

MATLAB

1) measurement of beacon nodes
2) local function Error vs Sensor Nodes

100*100

200

reducing cumulative
distance error

NS2

1) domain radius(m)
2) measurement of beacon nodes

100*100

100

Reducing localization
error and
computational
complexity

NS2

1) domain radius(m)
2) measurement of beacon nodes

100*100

300

enhancing positioning
accuracy

the distance amid unspecified nodes and beacon nodes, was reduced by estimating the overall hoplength and RSSI value in [79], Simulation Findings indicated that this model of location is efficient,
which increases the precision of location.
C. Improved DV-Hop based on Distance Vector
In this strategy, with the assistance of location data and the hop count obtained from beacon nodes,
anonymous nodes estimate their location data.

Beacon nodes are provided with GPS tools

and sporadically reports a beacon consists of identity, location data, and hop threshold [112]. All
anonymous nodes within the neighborhood beacon nodes check for hop threshold. If the anonymous
nodes hop amount is lower than the hop threshold, improving the hop count by 1 will send further
beacon. Else the beacon will be dismissed. Sending the message in this way helps to keep
up minimum hop count with each beacon node within the network.
Table VI summarizes the improved DV-Hop papers based on distance derived from analysis and
results.
D. Improved DV-Hop based on Weighted Centroid
WCL means an improvement of centroid localization approach. Arranges of anonymous node stays at
the centroid of the polygon developed by beacon nodes in this approach [127]. It is allowed that an
anonymous node estimates its location (x, y) from the locations of beacon nodes as below:
1
𝑛

1
𝑛

(𝑥, 𝑦) = ( ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 , ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖 )

(9)
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Table VII. Summary of Improved DV-Hop based on Weighted Centroid derived from Goals and Analysis

Refs

Goals

Objective

simulator

Assessed factors

Area

Number
of Nodes

500*500

1500

[113]

DV-HOP Based Hybrid
Range-Free Localization
Methods for WSNs

high
localization
accuracy

MATLAB

1) measurement of beacon nodes vs.
local function error
2) communication range vs. local
function error
3) Increasing number of nodes vs.
local function error

[114]

A New Distance VectorHop Localization Based
on Half-Measure
Weighted Centroid

reducing the
localization’s
average error

MATLAB

1) Communication radius(m)
2) measurement of nodes
3) measurement of beacon nodes

100*100

100

[115]

Developed Location
Model Based on DVHop for Indoor Internet
of Things

improving the
information
localization
and perception
accuracy

MATLAB

measurement of beacon nodes

100*100

100

[116]

Developed DV-Hop
Using Locally Weighted
Linear Regression in
Anisotropic WSNs

Increasing
localization
accuracy

MATLAB
R2013b

1) measurement of Beacon Nodes
Density on the Positioning Error
2) measurement of maximum of
Nodes on Positioning Error

1000*
1000

200

[117]

DV-Hop Localization
Model Based on
Minimum Mean Square
Error in Internet of
Things

increased
significantly in
the positioning
accuracy

MATLAB

1) Comparison of the Number of
Different Beacon Nodes
2) Comparison of different domain
radius positioning effects
3) Comparison of the Total
Positioning Effect of various Nodes

100*100

100 to 200

[118]

An Improved DV-Hop
via Inverse Distance
Weighting Method in
WSNs

high
positioning
accuracy and
no increasing
complexity and
cost

MATLAB
R2015b

1) The position error with domain
radius(m)

100*100

200

A weighted centroid
localization model for
randomly deployed
WSNs

Low
localization
error and low
power
consumption

MATLAB

1) outcome on local function error
ratio by varying the beacon ratio
2) outcome on local function error
ratio when varying domain radius
3) outcome on local function error
when varying total number of nodes
4) outcome on average energy system

500*500

500

[120]

Weighted DV-Hop
Positioning in WSNs

Low
localization
error and low
power
consumption

MATLAB

1) domain radius(m)
2) Maximum sensors number
3) Maximum beacons number

100*100

100

[121]

Developed Hop Size
prediction for DV-hop in
WSNs

superiority in
localization
accuracy

MATLAB
R2012b

1) Maximum Nodes Number
2) Ratio of Beacon to Maximum
Node Number
3) domain Radius

100*100

100

Increasing
localization
accuracy

MATLAB

1) Maximum Nodes Number
2) Ratio of Beacon Nodes to
Maximum Nodes Number

100*100

100

High
positioning
accuracy

NS2

1) Ratio of Beacon Nodes to
Maximum Nodes Number

100*100

100

[119]

[122]

[123]

Developed DV-Hop
Model Based on the
Node Deployment in
WSNs
A patient Tracking and
Positioning system based
on improved DV-Hop
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[124]

An improvement of DVHop model for WSNs

improving the
positioning
accuracy

MATLAB

1) The outcome of the beacon node
on the local function error
2) the outcome on positioning error
of the maximum of nodes
3) The outcome of threshold M on
the positioning error

[125]

An Advanced DV-Hop
for WSNs

Increasing
localization
accuracy

MATLAB
2008b

1) measurement on Maximum Nodes
2) Ratio of beacon nodes to
maximum nodes number
3) radius of sensor node

100*100

100

[126]

DV-Hop Based on
Centroid in WSNs

Increasing
localization
accuracy

NS2

1) measurement on maximum nodes
2) Ratio of Beacon to maximum
nodes number

100*100

100 to 200

100*100

100

Furthermore, the distance amid unidentified node and beacon node is regarded as weight and this ratio
is increased by coordinates of beacon nodes and then divided by the amount of weights in order to
obtain the location data. Let 𝑊(𝑖) is the weight ratio that is estimated amid k beacon nodes using
these weight values as below:
𝑘
∑𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑊(𝑖)×𝑥𝑖 ∑𝑖=1 𝑊(𝑖)×𝑦𝑖

(𝑥, 𝑦) = (

∑𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑊(𝑖)

,

∑𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑊(𝑖)

)

(10)

Table VII summarizes improved DV-Hop papers based on weighted centroid derived from analysis
and results.
V. DISCUSSION
Using the average per-hop distance item and the hops the location model for DV-Hop estimates the
distance. Considerably, DV-Hop's accuracy is calculated by estimating the average per-hop distance.
All nodes in the dense networks must be distributed uniformly to create DV-Hop's average per-hop
distance in a sensible prediction range, but it is very hard to accomplish the even propagation of nodes
in the actual setting, so DV-Hop's location error rises.
The localization model for DV-Hop has several requirements for beacon node density. The error of
location is much lower and the beacon node density is higher. When the density reaches a certain
proportion, the propagation of beacon nodes is more even, the location error will be lower. Enhancing
beacon node density implies a rise in beacon node numbers. Since a beacon node's cost is one hundred
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Fig. 4. Percentage of models used to enhance DV-Hop.

times higher than a normal node, enhancing node density significantly improves network expenses.
But if propagation is very hard as well, the beacon nodes can be set artificially.
There is also some dependency on the value of hops in the DV-Hop localization. Two nodes can be
linked within their connection radius based on connectivity, i.e. the distance amid two nodes within
one hop can be far or close. So, if the distance hops values of two such nodes are registered as one,
some location errors will lead.
Based on node connectivity, the location model for DV-Hop calculates the distance. Therefore, it is
possible to solve the problem that the range-based location cannot find the anonymous nodes when
the anonymous nodes do not interact directly with beacon nodes. Connectivity-based technology,
though has two significant issues. First, it is possible that the positioning error quickly collect and
spread, therefore localization efficiency can be impacted. Second, environmental barriers can
influence network connectivity, ultimately resulting in a low position precision [128].
Fig. (4) indicates the proportion of DV-Hop efficiency of meta-heuristic algorithms, RSSI, Distance
Vector, and WCL. It can be seen from Fig. (4) that the proportion of Distance Vector is greater than in
meta-heuristic algorithms, RSSI, and WCL.
RSSI is a type of technology used to regulate the attenuation of the signal. RSSI is used as an
assistant positioning approach in the DV-Hop to restrict the quantity of hops and the overall jump
distance. The RSSI is used to enhance the approach of distance estimate and to create feedback
channels amid anonymous nodes and beacons that integrate precise location. The location error
channels can be dramatically decreased by these feedbacks and support the capacity for distinct
network design to self-stabilize. In Localization Accuracy, Node Density, Beacon Density,
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Table VIII. Comparison of Proposed Models derived from Meta-heuristic Algorithms for Improved DV-Hop
Refs
[41]
[42]
[43]
[44]
[45]
[46]
[47]
[48]
[49]
[50]
[51]
[52]
[53]
[54]
[55]
[56]
[57]
[58]
[59]
[60]
[61]
[62]
[63]
[64]
[65]

Localization
error
Low
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
High

Node
density
Normal
Normal
Medium
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Medium
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Medium
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Medium
Normal
Medium

beacon
density
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
High
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
High
High
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium

Positioning
Error
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium

Transmission
Range
Small
Medium
Small
Small
Medium
Small
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Large
Small
Medium

Energy
consumption
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High

Computational
Time
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High

Run
Time
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
High
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
High
Low
Medium
Low
High
Medium

Positioning Error, Transmission Range, Energy Consumption, Computational Time, and Run Time,
we have described localization models as seen in Tables VIII to XI.
Table VIII shows a comparison of the proposed models derived from meta-heuristic algorithms for
Improved DV-Hop based on various factors.
Table IX shows a comparison of the proposed models derived from RSSI in order to Improved DVHop based on various factors. Table X shows a comparison of the proposed models derived from
Distance Vector in order to Improved DV-Hop based on various factors.
Table IX. Comparison of the Proposed Models derived from RSSI for Improved DV-Hop
Refs
[68]
[69]
[70]
[71]
[72]
[73]
[74]
[75]
[76]
[77]
[78]
[79]

Localization
error
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
Medium

Node
density
Normal
High
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
High
Normal
Medium
Normal
Normal
Normal

beacon
density
Medium
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
High
High

Positioning
Error
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Transmission
Range
Medium
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Small
Small
Small

Energy
consumption
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Low

Computational
Time
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium

Run
Time
Medium
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
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Table X. Comparison of Proposed Models derived from Distance Vector for Improved DV-Hop

Refs
[80]
[81]
[82]
[83]
[84]
[85]
[86]
[87]
[88]
[89]
[90]
[91]
[92]
[93]
[94]
[95]
[96]
[97]
[98]
[99]
[100]
[101]
[102]
[103]
[104]
[105]
[106]
[107]
[108]
[109]
[110]
[111]

Localization
error
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High

Node
density
Normal
Normal
High
Normal
Normal
Normal
High
Normal
Normal
Normal
High
Normal
Normal
Normal
High
High
Normal
Normal
High
Normal
Normal
High
Normal
Normal
Normal
High
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
High

beacon
density
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
High

Positioning
Error
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Low

Transmission
Range
Medium
Small
Medium
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Small
Medium
Small
Medium
Small
Medium
Medium
Small
Medium

Energy
consumption
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low

Computational
Time
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High

Run
Time
Low
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High

Table XI shows a comparison of the proposed models derived from WCL for Improved DV-Hop
based on various factors.
Table XI. Comparison of the Proposed Models derived from WCL for Improved DV-Hop
Refs
[113]
[114]
[115]
[116]
[117]
[118]
[119]
[120]
[121]
[122]
[123]
[124]
[125]
[126]

Localization
error
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High

Node
density
High
Normal
Normal
High
Normal
Normal
High
Normal
Normal
Normal
High
Normal
Normal
High

beacon
density
High
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low

Positioning
Error
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium

Transmission
Range
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Small
Medium
Small
Medium
Small
Medium
Small
Small

Energy
consumption
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Medium

Computational
Time
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
Medium

Run
Time
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Using the recognized locations of beacon nodes, location in a WSN is the method of discovering
location by a location anonymous node. Based on the protocol for distance vector routing the
localization model for DV-Hop is a distributed model for range-free localization. The primary concept
is to determine the distances amid beacon nodes and anonymous nodes by increasing the average hop
distance of beacon nodes in WSNs by the hop count. The intention and purpose of this study was to
raise awareness among experts of different methods for the recognition of WSNs Localization
models. In this paper, we review the four primary techniques of enhancing DV-Hop. The most
commonly used approaches were meta-heuristic algorithms, RSSI, distance vector, and WCL for
location. Analyzes showed that distance vector models play a major role in improving DV-Hop. Other
environments, such as underwater, underground, body, mobile and multimedia, can be used for some
open problems for future localization research.
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